
Construction Update - Feb 2019



Dear Patron,

We are delighted to share the construction update
for The Presidential Tower, for the month of February 2019.

I N D E X

1. Podium Driveway

2. Side view with Miani work in progress

3. Aluminium form work in progress on 10th slab

4. Rebar structure on 10th slab

5. Supervision by Quality Inspection Team from Hong Kong

6.  Completed Aluminium Form Work on the 9th slab

7. Bending, Cutting & Treading of Rebar at Rebar Processing Plant

8. Front view

9. Top view

10. Construction progress (AUG ‘18 - FEB ’19)

          With best wishes,
          CNTC Team

 

The four tallest towers of Shanghai are a part of CNTC’s portfolio.

After transforming the Shanghai skyline, 
CNTC Hong Kong is now in Bengaluru, 
to launch the tallest tower of the city.



1. Podium Driveway

2. Side view of Miani work in progress

 
 

These are the latest photographs of the progress at the construction site,
to give you an insight into the work that has been completed in the last month.

We value your trust in CNTC Hong Kong and thank you for your support.

3. Aluminium form work in progress on 10th slab

4. Rebar Structure on 10th slab



7. Bending, Cutting & Treading of Rebar at Rebar Processing Plant

8. Front view

5. Supervision by Quality Inspection Team from Hong Kong

6. Completed Aluminium Form Work on the 9th slab



9. Top view

10. Construction progress (Aug ‘18 - FEB ’19)
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF INSIGNIA
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Unlike regular referral programs, the referral program at CNTC is driven by 
our understanding of what motivates customers and what is really important 
to them.

We believe, a community is shaped by the individuals that are part of it. 
Hence, it is imperative that we bring together like-minded people to be a 
part of this community. Now, you can not only choose who you want to be a 
part of your community, but also reap a referral bonus of 5 lakhs  when your 
referral gets converted into a sale.
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